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The aim of this paper is to introduce the Chuabo buildings, a Modern global design project that was carried 

out in Mozambique after WWII. The building, started in the late 50’s, expressed the desire for a sense of 

modernity in Quelimane, which was still not perceived there. 

The multifunctional Chuabo complex was requisitioned by Monteiro&Giro, a Portuguese company that 

wanted to build a modern building that would house not only its headquarters but also other undertakings, 

like tourist and real estate initiatives. 

The architectural plan was commissioned to the atelier of Arménio Losa (1908-1988) and Cassiano 

Barbosa(1911-1999), champions of the principles of the Modern Movement. Stressing the importance of the 

rational and contemporary response to questions of urban planning and housing, the pair of architects 

developed innovative architectural proposals, associated with a rigorous mastery of building techniques. 

Their plans were systematically detailed and wherever possible, accompanied by the design of furnishings 

that emphasized the modern spatiality they championed. 

In spite of the isolated African setting and absence of skilled labour, their ambition was undiminished, with 

the benefit of increased investment for the building of a ceramic factory that supported the building of the 

complex. 

The building of this industrial unit, along with the training of local craftsmen by a team of workers who had 

come from Portugal to build Chuabo, had very positive repercussions in the building sector of Quelimane- a 

fact that seems to underline the perspective of a total work of art that overcomes the limitations of its own 

circumstances. 

As a statement of dense urbanity, Chuabo became an important physical and social presence in the town, 

defining the whole block and revealing a remarkable programme complexity improved by the tropical 

climate chalenge. Consisting of a hotel and three other blocks that include collective housing, businesses and 

services, it also contained warehouses and a service station. 

Covering this wide range of uses and typologies, the plans constituted a fertile architectural laboratory, 

exploring a symbiotic design that involved a range of decisions, from the scale of the town to the conception 

of the furnishings. This global vision was complemented by the inclusion of interesting art pieces, amongst 

which is an extraordinary fresco painted by indigenous artists. 

Chuabo still evokes an aura of impressive architecture, half a century after its construction. The hotel is 

currently in use and still shows considerable integrity in terms of space and original furnishings. However, 

the fully occupied residential blocks reveal a deteriorating infrastructure and lack of maintenance, and the 

abandoned commercial part is increasingly derelict. 

Even if a sort of media exposure has recently occurred (see Tabu film, 2012), Chuabo’s survival is vulnerable, 

awaiting an intervention that will hopefully recognise its value and express a deep understanding of the 

circumstances in which it was produced- exploring contemporary reinterpretations without compromising 

the essential values that informed its original design. 
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